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THE ROAD TO TORREY STATE FARM This comes from a kid's album that I collect called Peter, Paul and Mary's first two studio albums. Very early in their career they released a
Beatles-like album, "Peter, Paul and Mary" with many Beatles covers on it. What kids of the 60s will remember is one cover where John & Paul sing "Road to the World." But the
album has other great albums, many of them released in 1965, such as "Mary Had A Little Lamb." Later, Peter, Paul, and Mary put out, "Come and Join Us," with a cover of Bob
Dylan's "Don't Think Twice, It's Alright," also released in 1965, as well as having other great 60s covers, including "Big Yellow Taxi." They also have a couple of great 60s hits.
"Blowin In The Wind" and "When The Leaves Turn Red" are great covers that I hear in many 60s songs, but for some reason are not as well-remembered. And the Beatles' "Road To
The World" seems to only have one other cover, again on "Peter, Paul and Mary" featuring Paul and John. The Beatles' "Road to the World" is also on this album, and it is my favorite
Beatle song to play to kids. It is sung in the style of a round song. Instead of having the verse and chorus the song repeats the same verse through every song. "Our world is broken
from pieces. The poor have no food to eat. The rich have a life, it's a prison and you know we need some kind of freedom." The three verses are like the verses to "We'll Never
Stop," only longer. "Let me be the one who'll make a change, for my life will be the only one I will need, and it's the only one I'll live, 'Cause we'll never stop in a world where the
poor have no food, there will be hunger in the land. We'll never stop." At the end of every verse, Paul & John sing the phrase "no stopping," and the rest of the chorus will sing it as
well, so you have four times the text. Paul & John then say "and it's the only one I'll live, 'Cause we'll never stop." After the last chorus, they sing "in a world where the poor have no
food, there will be hunger in the land. We'll never stop." The song
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